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Cosmet ic  Fragrance Trends 

 

The cosmetic industry is sensory driven by the latest fashion trends that are usually inspired by celebrities, brands, events and seasons 

Our pursuit for signature scent is more challenging than ever before as a myriad of fragrance ingredients are carefully blended to create 
increasingly diverse and captivating ranges of fragrances for our pure sensory pleasure. 

Here at Scent Perfique, we carefully continue to carefully observe the alluring world of perfumery, evaluating new launches, examining statistics 
and reports from a wide array of respected sources to identify the emerging trends that will resonate with tomorrow’s consumer. 

So that we are able to introduce new concepts that will be commercially viable for you, to prompt new ideals and educating your customer about 
what are “The Latest Trends”! 

 

Rise of Niche Fragrances 

Our in depth looks into the captivating world of female fine fragrance followed by our own contemporary offering. 

Millennials want fragrances that express their personality, unique blends based on contemporary concepts and themes, such as music icons, tattoo culture and 
travelling the world, allowing them to express their personality. Fragrances with spirit created by an artist and distributed only in selected perfumeries. 

Social Media and perfumes bloggers are paramount to the growth of niche fragrances, shedding a light on a product are previously shrouded in a great deal of 
manufactured mystery. In addition, young consumers are more willing to pay a premium for quality products, even in today’s economic climate. 

While sales of niche fragrances are expected to flourish, mainstream fine fragrance brands are placing more focus on unusual ingredients in order to provide the 
desired element of uniqueness. For example, Thierry Mugler Aura combines tiger liana, a plant with an unusual smoky yet sugary scent, alongside wolfwood, a 
new silky enveloping wood with a sensual texture. 

                 



                        twisted blooms 

As floral fragrance continue to flourish, we have noted a number of intriguing interpretations on the 
theme, where unique twist create an element of intrigue..D’Hermes, Versace, Escada & Trish Mcevoy 
introducing striking combinations of ginger and sensual tuberose, surprising spicy infusions of 
cinnamon & tonka combined with leather masculine notes and nostalgic characteristics with in their 
latest collections. 

Our Recommendations:  

Black Orchid: A spicy gourmand/oriental accord opening with bergamot, lemon, ginger, pink pepper, 

clove, apple, cassis, plum and coconut leading to a heart of jasmin, ylang, lily, violet and rose with 
marine notes on a rich base of patchouli, sandalwood, cedarwood, amber, musks, tonka, vanilla, sugar, 
cinnamon and vetivert.  

Shanghai Blossom CONC: A hypnotic oriental floral accord opening with notes of pink pepper, bitter 
orange and bergamot leading to a floral heart of lily, jasmin and tuberose alongside warm clove 
supported with incense, vetivert, patchouli, smoked woods, cashmeran and vanilla. 

Aventus CONC: A complex fruity aromatic floral where sparkling green apple, bergamot, lemon and 
blackcurrant rest upon a heart of rose, iris, jasmine and tuberose supported by vanilla, ylang ylang and 
sandalwood.  

Tuberose & Orange Leaves: A lush white floral with top notes of orange flower, rose and iris leading to a 

heart of tuberose, pink pepper and jasmin on a base of musk, benzoin and soft woods. 

Spring Flowers CONC: A fresh cool translucent fragrance with spring lilies, freesia and jasmin, gently 

lifted by lemons, grapefruits and a hint of bergamot resting on a clean, pure base of musk,  precious 
woods, amber and a hint of dry fruit. 



A new start ingredient is blooming in fine fragrance and it isn’t rose or iris, or even jasmine, it is the heady  
scent of tuberose that is suddenly in every perfumers palette. Brand such as Chanel, Oscar La Renta, Ralph  
Laure & Gucci. Essence of modern femininity of blooming tuberose, enveloping heart of exotic jasmine,  
orange blossoms and creamy white florals 
 
White Incense: A sensual woody floral scent that begins with top notes of mandarin and aromatic clove.   
The heart is a regal floral blend of iris, violet, orange flower, jasmin, heliotrope, rose and soft cashmere.   
At the base, vanilla, vetiver, musk, cedar and amber complete the profile. 
 
Pink Pepper with a Twist of Green Mandarin: Indulge in wild and luxurious sensuality of an intense full bodied  
floral oriental fragrance that won't let you go unnoticed, opening with plum, orange blossom, A seductive wink  
of pink pepper with a twist of green mandarin sets pulses racing, harmonised by ylang and rose on a floral  
heart of tuberose and orchid. Resting on a vanillic fond with musk and amber. 
 
Vanilla Tobacco: An indulgent spicy oriental fragrance where coriander and cool lime rest upon a heart of  
dried fruits, warm cinnamon and sliced ginger enwrapped by a base of vanilla pods, nutmeg, tonka and musk. 
 
Oriental Poppy: A warm, oriental spicy fragrance opening with top notes of pink pepper, orange blossom and crisp  
pear. The heart of the fragrance is a modern blend of jasmine and dark coffee, while the sumptuous base of patchouli,  
vanilla and cedar gives a sophisticated shade to the composition. 
 
Rose Royal INTENSE: An oriental floral accord opening with saffron and black pepper leading to a heart of Rose  
de Mai, Turkish rose and Bulgarian rose with coffee supported by a rich oriental base of incense, amber,  
sandalwood and patchouli. 
 

 



Floral Chypre  
The rich and enduring nature of floral chypre scents have continued to inspire perfumers, as we noted an 
array of sophisticated and complex creations have captivated consumers in 2018. Narciso Rodriguez, 
Bvalagri, Jo Malone. Creating boasting blends of rich sumptuous floral combinations combined with fruits and 
precious woods, designed to ignite the senses. 

Velvet Royale Conc: An intense floral chypre accord opening with notes of tuberose, jasmin and rose followed 
by a heart of musk and a base of amber, woods, patchouli and sandalwood. 

Jasmin Noir: A floral accord with some chypre character including top notes of lychee and ylang on a floral 
heart of jasmine and violet, supported on a fond of cedar, patchouli, musk, tonka and vanilla. 

Forbidden Forest Conc: A woody fruity fragrance opening with sparkling top notes of lemon and grapefruit 
zest followed with a berry floral heart of currants, cassis and light notes of jasmin, ylang and roses, scattered 
with spicy black pepper.  Finally, a natural woody melody base of oakwood, patchouli and cedarwood rounded 
with powdery musky accents. 

Aromatic Juniper & Cedarwood Conc: This warm urban woody fragrance opens with notes of cumin and chilli 
leaves, onto a heart of juniper and a base of dark cedarwood, sandalwood, moss and leather. 

Blackberry & Bay Leaf Conc: A fresh floral fragrance with blackcurrant, lemon and green leaves leading to a 
heart of lily of the valley and precious woods. 

Persian Desire Conc: A rich woody composition beginning with zesty citrus top notes of lemon, bergamot and 
grapefruit supported by aromatic cardamom, cypress and hints of clove. The heart sees notes of sweet herbal 
angelica supported by powdery orris all resting on a base of precious woods, amber, vanilla and Tonka. 

Midnight Grace: A rich, intoxicating woody oriental fragrance that commences with sweet citrus top notes of 
orange, bergamot and hints of fresh pear. At the centre of this blend you can find rose, geranium, violet, night 
jasmin, angelica, lavish spices and opulent balsams. The base is a lingering haze of earthy patchouli, musks, 
ambers, sandalwood and orris. 



Oriental Chypre  
Nothing quite evokes mystery, glamour and sensuality quite like an oriental fragrance with it’s sumptuous blend  
of warm spices and exotic flowers, sometimes piqued with a luscious gourmand hint. Pecksniffs, Creed,  
Thierry Mugler & Tom Ford with patchouli, tuberose creating an electric and rebellious elegance. 
 

Passion Conc: A romantic floral fantasy with Sicilian bitter orange and Calabrian bergamot enriched by a sensual heart of white magnolia, Egyptian 

jasmin drizzled in patchouli, steamy sandalwood, Siam benzoin and mouth-watering vanilla 

 
Noir Oak & Cedar Conc: A rich woody oriental fragrance with bergamot, cardamon and ginger lifted by exotic  
ylang leading to an intense heart of cedar and clove with jasmin and water lily resting on a hard wood base of  
oak and sandalwood smoothed by the warm tropical balsam of benzoin, vanilla pod, patchouli and dried fig. 
 
Shanghai Blossom Conc: A hypnotic oriental floral accord opening with notes of pink pepper, bitter orange and  
bergamot leading to a floral heart of lily, jasmin and tuberose alongside warm clove supported with incense,  
vetivert, patchouli, smoked woods, cashmeran and vanilla. 
 
Alien: Distinctive, mysterious and sophisticated, floral Oriental fragrance with fruity top note, supported by a  
rich Oriental floral body and powdery, amber and musky background which brings this fragrance to as close. 
 
Black Orchid Conc: A spicy gourmand/oriental accord opening with bergamot, lemon, ginger, pink pepper, clove,  
apple, cassis, plum and coconut leading to a heart of jasmin, ylang, lily, violet and rose with marine notes on a  
rich base of patchouli, sandalwood, cedarwood, amber, musks, tonka, vanilla, sugar, cinnamon and vetivert. 
 
Persian Desire Conc: A rich woody composition beginning with zesty citrus top notes of lemon, bergamot and  

grapefruit supported by aromatic cardamom, cypress and hints of clove. The heart sees notes of sweet herbal  
angelica supported by powdery orris all resting on a base of precious woods, amber, vanilla and Tonka. 



    Lush Fruits 
Delectable fruity notes such as blackcurrant and raspberry continue to bring a succulent, fresh tang to recent 
launches. Marc Jacobs, Diptyque, Jo Malone, Roberto Cavalli  & Viktor & Rolf. With unique interpretations of 
seduction, strength and glamour. Temptation of juicy raspberry, followed by optimistic scent layers of pink pomelo 
and spicy pink pepper built around sweet powdery accords with white florals and blends of amber and cashmere 
woods. 

Aroma Bomb:  A powdery floral explosion opening with a top notes of bergamot and fruity top notes of orange flower, 

rose and freesia. All resting on a rich floral powdery base of patchouli & musk. 

Forbidden Forest Conc: A woody fruity fragrance opening with sparkling top notes of lemon and grapefruit zest 
followed with a berry floral heart of currants, cassis and light notes of jasmin, ylang and roses, scattered with spicy 
black pepper.  Finally, a natural woody melody base of oakwood, patchouli and cedarwood rounded with powdery 
musky accents. 

Impulse: An elegant floral fragrance opening with ozonic fruity top notes of blood orange, pink grapefruit, plum, melon 

and green mandarin oil 

Pink Pepper with a Twist Green Mandarin:  Indulge in wild and luxurious sensuality of an intense full bodied floral 
oriental fragrance that won’t let you go unnoticed, opening with plum, orange blossom, A seductive wink of pink 
pepper with a twist of green mandarin sets pulses racing, harmonised by ylang and rose on a floral heart of tuberose 
and orchid. Resting on a vanillic fond with musk and amber. 

 
Bulgarian Rose & White Amber: A sensual floral amber fragrance opening with spicy fruity top notes, supported by a 
rich floral accord of jasmin, Bulgarian rose, heliotrope, freesia and ambrette seed.,  The base is amber, musky with 
cedar, sandal incense, powdery musk and white amber. 

 
Cassis Rose Conc: A fresh green fruity floral fragrance with top notes of tagette, tomato leaves, lemon, grapefruit, 
orange and cassis next to a complex middle of rose supported by muguet, orange blossom, jasmin and ginger, all 
resting on a base of musk, precious woods, amber, orchid and plum. 



Sweet Delights 

Warm golden honey has been drizzled across a variety of recent launches for its ability to impart a rich, gourmand sweetness, with an element of  warmth. For a 
sophisticated gourmand feel, manufactures have turned to sweet nectar notes. Tom Ford, Bond No 9, Marc Jacobs, Gucci, Thierry Mugler & Montale  
has all been inspired and charmed with the blossoming flower nectar, sweet vanilla, pears, honeyed rose absolute, honey & Tonka, 
all said to deliver an addictive dose of delicious attraction. 
 

Angelic: An ambery, Oriental fragrance with fruity top notes of bergamot and cassis. The heart is a sweet floral with jasmin, lily of the valley, orchid,  
rose and honey. Leading to a base with woody notes of vanilla, caramel, tonka, patchouli, sandal, musk and amber. 

Arabian Oudh Conc: An oriental/woody accord with opening notes of lemon, cardamon, saffron, coriander and lavender  

leading to a heart of jasmin and lily on a rich, oriental-woody base of oudh, patchouli, amber, cashmere musks, tonka,  
vetivert, cedarwood, guaiacwood and leather with a touch of vanilla. 
 

Daisy: A floral accord opening with a touch of lemon and grapefruit with green leaf, green violet, apple, pear and  
peach. Leading into a floral heart of jasmine, lily, rose, violet leaves and freesia on a base of sandalwood,  
cedarwood, amber, vanilla and sweet, powdery musks. 
 
Amber Gold Conc: An intriguing woody fragrance opening with sparkling bergamot and lemon followed by  
an intense floral heart of violet, rose, ylang and jasmine all resting upon a base of rich woods, musk,  
Tonka and balsamic notes. 
 
Dark Honey & Tobbaco: A rich intoxicating aroma of honey flower, crushed tobacco, warm amber, tonka bean  

and sandalwood. Combined with hints of patchouli, leather and bourbon on the rocks. 

 
Bamboo Conc: A sparkling floral fragrance where bergamot sweetened by mandarin rests upon a radiant heart of lily  
and ylang supported by a rich sandalwood base with sweet Madagascan vanilla and warm amber. 
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